
Year 6: How can we make 
sweatshops more ethical?  



Objective: To investigate the poor working 
conditions of sweatshops and develop ways 

to make them more ethical 

Learning Outcomes: 

 To identify what a sweatshop is and the 
issues within

 To examine the disadvantages of sweatshops

 To offer solutions to make them more 
ethical



Starter: Where do you think these items were 
made?

“I think these were items were made in…because…”



Starter:
Which of these products are the most ethical?



Why is this happening?

Who are the people?

What is happening here?



Match up these words and definitions

Sweat Shop

Ethical

Fair Trade

Consumer

Some one who buys things.

A factory where people make 
things for little money and in 
bad conditions.

A charity that gives growers a 
fairer deal in the supply chain

Something that is fair and 
good.



What do you think of 
when you hear the 
word ‘sweatshop’?

Hard work

Fun

Fair

Long hours



Why do people work in sweat shops?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPgOX3S0vQs

1. Why did Mohammed go to work in a sweat shop?

2. How would you feel if your parents sent you to a 
sweatshop?

3. What happened to Mohammed when he was working?

CHALLENGE: Do you think sweat shops are fair? Why? 
Give a range of solutions to others in Muhammad’s 
situation. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPgOX3S0vQs


Are there any benefits to sweatshops?

Benefits of sweat 
shops



£60.00 £115.00



What do each of these sources tell us about 
sweatshops?

1. Look at the sources that have been given to 
you

2. Write down what each source tells us about 
sweatshops

“Source __ tells us that…” 

Click

http://youtu.be/pPgOX3S0vQs


Are sweat shops ethical? Why/why not?

• Look at the definition of ethical. What does it mean?

• Why/why aren’t sweat shops ethical?

• Can you think of an alternative?



Reflection

Could there be any benefits to sweat shops?

How do you feel about what we have studied 
today?



Improving Sweatshops.

Improving Sweatshops Challenge:

 You are a Bangladeshi factory owner.

 The garments your factory makes are bought by 
Primark.

 You are to develop a 2 year improvement plan and a 
longer term plan.

 You have £100,000 to spend on developments each 
year.

 You need to justify and give reasons why you have 
chose certain ways to develop your factory.





Improving Sweatshops.

 Task 2: Peer assessment

 When peer assessing you need to consider:

 How well has the brief from Primark been met?

 What are the best points of the plan? And say why?

 What are the areas you feel they need to develop the plan 
further and why?

 Score it out of 10 on how well you think it met Primark’s 
brief.



Plenary: Improving Sweatshops

Write a tweet to your Member of Parliament, 

persuading him/her to try and get parliament 

to take action on improving sweatshops.

@_______MP



Lesson Outline: 

Starter: where do you think these items come from? Baseline student ideas and 

perceptions of where things come from. 

Development: 

1. Introduce the concept of sweatshops – follow the activity slides as a class 

brainstorming ideas. 

2. Watch the clip https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSyOnA3bFHg – make 

notes on what the clip tells us about sweatshop conditions. 

3. Discuss how this clip may change your views/ strengthen your views? How? 

Why?

4. In groups using the source information – create ideas and ways to improve 

sweatshops. 

5. Groups to present to another group and by peer marked. 

Plenary: Tweet to MP persuading them to act on improving sweatshops abroad if 

the are to continue to work with the UK economy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSyOnA3bFHg

